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London to Victoria…... 

 

As the skies of Europe darkened  with the 
beginning of the Second World War, the   
de Havilland company was given the go 
ahead to develop their unarmed wooden 
fast bomber to be known as the Mosquito.  

This was a top secret project, so to keep 
this from prying eyes the de Havillands  
purchased Salisbury Hall, a moated manor 
of some historical importance. Here they    
began design work on the "Mossie" in October 1939. The first prototype was 

towed to a nearby airfield in Hatfield where Jeffrey de Havilland himself made the maiden flight of this extraordinary aircraft. 
Three more Mossie prototypes were manufactured at Salisbury but were test flown from adjacent fields.  De Havilland purchased 
the Airspeed company before WWII, and during the "Blitz" the Airspeed facilities in Portsmouth were destroyed by Nazi bombs.  

The design team for the Airspeed Horsa troop carrying glider was then moved to Salisbury as well. The widespread bombing of 
England convinced the de Havillands to distribute production of the Mosquito to prevent major disruption of production. Towards 
the end of WWII Salisbury Manor was abandoned. 

 In the 1950's Walter Goldsmith discovered this property and began restoring it. 
Soon it was realized that the de Havillands still had the remains of the original 
Mosquito prototype. In 1959 the museum opened to the public becoming the first 
air museum in England. Initially it was known as the Mosquito Museum. Soon 
many other de Havilland products (engines and aircraft) were acquisitioned to this   
museum. In 1977 the museum officially became the de Havilland Museum. 

So, when  I found myself with a free day in London and I decided to go to see 
Salisbury Manor. From my hotel near Heathrow I boarded the Piccadilly line "tube" 
which I stayed on till the farthest station north. Then a bit of a search to find the 
#84 bus which then went for a long journey through several rural towns. After 
about 45 minutes the driver said “here's your stop”. As I prepared to disembark 
from the bus I noticed the lack of airports or buildings of any kind in the lovely  

English countryside. The driver assured me that this was indeed where I had asked to be let out. As the bus sped away I noticed 
in the tall grass a de Havilland sign with the message "Museum 300 yards" so I 
followed this gravel road to the beautiful old manor. Behind this old mansion 
were several buildings, one of these was a small hanger which contained many 

de Havilland aircraft and       
fuselages. 

 When I returned home I     
mentioned to someone that I 
had been to the de Havilland 
Museum in London. This person 
who is involved with the aviation 
industry asked why is the de 
Havilland Museum in England. I 
realized that since the sixties 
the name de Havilland has been associated with the Canadian aviation industry 
more that it's historical British roots.  

De Havilland Canada has continued the name with many innovative products such as the Beaver, Otter, Caribou, Buffalo, Twin 
Otter, Dash-7, Dash-8 etc. As we are aware the name has been taken over by Bombardier. However right next door to the BCAM 
is Viking who have carried the torch producing brand new DHC-6 Twin Otter-400's right here at Victoria airport.  

(Submitted by Jack Funk) 

Airspeed Horsa Glider 

de Havilland Heron 

Original Mosquito prototype 

The author at controls of a deHavilland 

Sea Vixen 
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A lot has been happening at the museum recently. Three months ago, I talked about the 

new apron and the roof repairs.  Both of these have been completed and the two compa-

nies involved have really come through for us. The apron in particular looks terrific – just 

wear dark glasses when you go to look at it, because it is very white!  It will make a huge 

difference to how we move and display aircraft – we already have plans in place to put 

some aircraft out for display during the summer months. 

We have acquired a new (to us) aircraft for the museum.  This is an Alouette helicopter that flew in Victoria for the 

Canadian coastguard for many years.  The coastguard donated it to BCIT in 1988 and they in turn donated it to a 

high school in Richmond. The school can no longer make use of it in their trades area and we were very happy to 

accept it when they offered it to us.  It is in excellent condition and will only need some minor “tweaking” to bring it 

to display standards; it is already on display in the Henderson hangar.  We are told that the turbine engine is in good 

working order but we aren’t inclined to test that out! 

Another significant event was our agreement to take over responsibility for the BC Aviation Hall of Fame and give it 

a physical presence at the museum.  It currently exists only as a website.  We will be formally unveiling the Hall of 

Fame exhibit during our Open House on 23 July.  Speaking of that, as you know, it is our biggest event of the year 

and we need lots of volunteers to make everything run smoothly.  I hope that we will see many of you making the 

effort to volunteer or, if you are not able to do that, to come out and help us enjoy the day.  If you are able to volun-

teer, just drop an email to Jan at j6877lewis@gmail.com   (John Lewis, President B.C.A.M.) 

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members! 

Sidney: Cam Prentice; Ted Smith; Donal Horn; Ken Penzes; 

John Donohue; Jason Riches; Mark Goddard; 

North Saanich: John Latta; Christa Dickinson; 

Mac Duffield; Ed Carley; Erick James & Family;   

Richard Munday; Colin James; Gordon & Jill Joyce & Family; Victoria: Dan 

Waldie; Zeynep Ozgunc; Dale   Fenwick; Roald Miclat & Family; Patrick Shelly 

Weston; Cathy Ray & Family; Alanna Wish; Lucas & Linda Byrne & Family; 

K a t h y  E a r l ;  E v a n  W i l l i a m s ;  C a r o l  N g  &  L o u i s  

Chen; Peter Drysdale; Lorraine Burke & Brian Hutching; Tony & Ann Friesen; 

Sara & Lowell Constable; Parksville: Ken Read; Brentwood Bay:  Kevin Close 

& Family; Agustin & Bronwyn Torres Bonet; Flinstone, Georgia: Ed Sunder & 

Family; Duncan: Stan Teitge; Saanichton: Rhys Owen 

Summer—already here and in full swing by my accounts!  When schools are closing their doors for the summer break, and the 

parents are thinking “What do we do with them now?!” - this is when the B.C.A.M. and it’s membership 

can spread a little of our own sunshine! Tell your friends, neighbours, family and even your local shop 

keeper what a wonderful place the museum is to bring in the family for a visit during the summer! So much 

going on—and with the Open House looming—what better time to come and see what our fabulous      

museum has to offer?  It is the busiest time of the year for everyone here I know, but what a good feeling 

at the end of a long day to think of how many people you have inspired with your tours and enthusiasm!  

Keep up the excellent work, as I know we are a #1 Tourist Destination! (Virginia Browne) 
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Hangar Tales… 

 Projects, News and More! 

‘Allo, ‘Allo, ‘Allo…Qu'est-ce que c'est? * 

Ah, c’est le Alouette! Tres Bon!! 

All jokes aside, we shall now take on a more seri-

ous note—this wonderful addition to our Muse-

um was given to us through our friends at B.C.I.T.  

This particular      helicopter was used for the Coast Guard Rescue and will be restored by 

one of our intrepid teams to it’s former glory to become a permanent part of the Museum.   It is  already looking smarter and 

has become a favourite of visitors!  Larry Lepard, Dave Peters and Robert Hopkins bring the Alouette to its new home after its 

journey from Vancouver.  …….*(my deepest apologies to any French speaking readers!) 

+++++++++++++++++++ 

Canada Day Parade—Sidney. B.C. 2016 

Steve Gordon’s recently restored vintage Ford pickup proudly pulled the 

B.C.A.M.’s Scorpian helicopter through the streets of Sidney on July 1st. 

Weather was just right and crowds abundant— we made sure we spread the 

word about the Open House at the museum July 23rd!  

**Editor Whoopsie ** 

My apologies go out to Robert Hopkins and Melissa 

Goede, who I brought to everyone’s attention for their 

sterling cleaning throughout the 

museum! Unfortunately in my 

excitement over clean floors 

and carpets I actually got their 

names wrong! So please note 

their correct names and once 

again—my apologies for too 

much enthusiasm and not 

enough attention to editing! (V. Browne) 

Fast Landing 

A DC-10 had an exceedingly long roll out after landing 

when his approach speed was just a little too fast. San 

Jose Tower:  "American 751 

heavy, turn right at the end, if 

able.  If not able, take the Gua-

deloupe exit off of  Highway 

101 and make a right at the 

light to return to the  airport.” 

The Facelift Has Begun! 

The ground has been broken, hole dug, crushed rock in and rebar 

on its way! The apron is well on track for being finished before the 

Open House—it will be a huge advantage for future events and 

being able to move the planes around to show them off.  The roof 

on the South side of the 

main hangar is also   

being given new life! No 

more leaking in the   

Artifact room—much to 

everyone’s relief!  Two 

huge projects well     

underway—and 

both of which will 

improve the        

museum and its day 

to day functioning. 
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IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF AMY…...  
 

Tracy Curtis Taylor (no relation!) made another epic Trans Continental trip in the 
footsteps of Amy Johnson, a remarkable achievement in itself but when you         
consider it was made in a 1943 Boeing Stearman, all stick and rudder, it is even more 
remarkable!  
 
Having flown a Stearman some years ago I can only doff my hat to the memory of one lady and the admiration I 
have for the new one! My own trip in a Stearman was only to Dover Castle and back (40 minutes!) but, it too, was  
memorable, gently circling the castle while a sea of faces looked up from the grounds and battlements at these   
relics flying in the Summer sunshine!  
 
Years later when I saw Miss Taylor begin her epic journey I was in awe of the courage and tenacity of the lady..and I 

wished her well. It was then I decided to investigate the first lady to      
accomplish this trip, my research led me to some interesting details about 
her life and end.  
 
A local historian from her home town of Hull had researched archive file 
material recently opened to the public with some intriguing conjectures as 
to her final fate. Indeed it was only while watching a recent TV               
documentary about the brave girls of the Air Transport Auxiliary that I  
discovered that these pilots flew WITHOUT armament OR some even  
without a radio! I am sure experienced pilots will agree as to how easy it is 
to become disorientated in poor visibility in a small aircraft, but without 
the chance of calling for help or asking for radio assistance you were     
literally flying by the seat of your pants.  

 
There was a "mayday", according to official records, but the rescue vessel sent to search for her was HMS             
Hazelmere, not a spanking new, flashy destroyer but a former cross channel ferry! The British Navy has a great habit 
of taking a  harmless merchant ship, painting it a lovely shade of grey from tip to toe, putting an obsolete gun on the 
fo'c'sle, manning it with pensioners and calling it a warship! (My late father-in- law was a Navy man and he was full 
of such tales of woe about requisitioned ships taken up from the merchant service!) Not that the men of the        
Hazelmere were lacking in their duty, the Commanding Officer even dived in to the estuary to assist Miss Johnson 
but without  success, he later died from the exposure he suffered as a result of his selfless act.  
 
Whatever occurred on that fateful night no one will ever know. At least the problems Miss Taylor encountered 
along the way were the irritating one's of bureaucracy and the weather, each one designed to tax one's patience 
but  without dire consequences! Sitting in my living room next to "my" armchair is a lovely diecast model of a      
Boeing  Stearman bought for me by my wife as a reminder of that flight, the model is painted bright yellow and 
sports the markings of the RCAF.  I often look at it and think back.......nowadays I also look at it and consider the  
hypothesis "could I have done what these two ladies did ?".......I will leave my conclusion to your own conjecture !!! 
Answers on a postcard please as to your considered verdict, all correspondence to be forwarded via Virginia Browne 
at the  norsemannews@bcam.net!  (Paul Taylor, BCAM member, Ramsgate, Kent, U.K.) 

Parachutes : There were 5 people in an aeroplane and they were the worlds smartest man, the worlds richest man, 

the pilot, an old man and a little boy. Their dilemma was that the plane was crashing towards earth but there were 

only 4 parachutes. So they started to argue who would get a chute the worlds smartest man said, 'I get a parachute 

because I have many more things to discover' and so he grabbed a chute and jumped, then the worlds richest man 

said he had many more things to buy and so he jumped with a chute, the pilot said that he had many more planes to 

fly and he also grabbed a chute and jumped. Now there was only the old man and the little boy with only one parachute left. The 

old man said to the little boy 'you go I've lived a longer life and after everything I've done I deserve to die.' The 

little boy said 'That’s okay because the worlds smartest man took my back pack.' ……. 
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Me and the ‘Gee’ 

(Ed Note: This is the adventure of a certain intrepid librarian, Doug Rollins, who secured a seat aboard 

the Aluminum Overcast recently here in Victoria.  As usual (!), Doug caused mayhem amongst the rest 

of the visitors and crew—and I asked him to share his trip with you! This is the result! Enjoy—I only 

wish I was there to witness!....Virginia Browne) 

The ‘Gee’ in this case is the Boeing B-17G.  Named Aluminum Overcast, she is one of only 13 of the 

12,731 B-17s produced that are still airworthy.  Operated by the Experimental Aircraft Association, this 

is a flying museum-piece of the bombing campaign against Germany in World War II.  Based in Wisconsin, the B-17G was on one of its 60-day 

tours when it visited Victoria.  Along the way it offers rides, at a price which, as the brochure accurately states, “is sure to surprise you”; …… $475 

US, which is likely several thousand Canadian. 

(Full disclosure here: I fluked into a free-be Press Ride flight on the B-17.  I was not the first choice for the flip.  I wasn’t even the second.  It    

appears that I got the prized flight because of the inability of the Norseman News editor to make the flight.  That, and the fact that I was hanging 

around the lobby, apparently doing nothing.  However, I had to promise to write an article on the fight; hence you get the full confession that 

follows.) 

So, at 12:30 pm on 16 June 2016 I stumbled into the Victoria Flying Club Lounge and announced that I was here for the flight.  Checking the list, I 

wasn’t on it.  However, after being handed the list to “… see for yourself”, I did locate a Doug Collins, and pleaded to them that this sort of thing 

happens all the time.  The letter C was obviously supposed to be an R, as in Rollins.  Fortunately, they fell for it, and I was given two forms for 

completion.  The first was for medical information and, by cleverly glancing at the young fellow next to me who was also filling out a sheet, I 

quickly determined that the best strategy was to circle “No” to all of the questions and hope for the best.  The second form asked no personal 

questions, but wanted acknowledgement of certain facts.  It droned on about knowing that the ride was inherently dangerous (they obviously 

knew the pilots better than I), that the plane was built in 1945 by the lowest bidder, that I agreed to never personally sue them if I were killed, 

that Seattle was never going to make it back to the Super Bowl, etc., etc.  Losing interest at the third sentence, I signed and dated it. 

Finally, after a 15-minute wait, the announcement was made for everybody on the flight to go to the gate.  There we were met by two men in 

matching uniforms bedecked with appropriate crests and assorted do-dads.  The shorter guy announced authoritatively “Follow me”, and off 

they headed toward Aluminum Overcast. Unfortunately, just at this eagerly anticipated moment it all went very badly, very quickly. 

 It was apparent that the taller guy was striding along the apron with purpose, while the shorter guy strolled along.  I decided to follow the  faster 

guy, broke from the pack and trailed a respectful 10 feet behind.  He rounded the tail, slipped by the elevator, mounted a small ladder and     

disappeared through an open hatch.  I did likewise, and, spotting him ahead, followed him up the fuselage.  We slipped past bench seating on 

both sides, passed by the two waist machine guns, climbed up a ledge that went over the ball-turret hatch and around the yellow oxygen tank, 

dropped back onto the deck, stepped over the bulkhead, into the radio room, tip-toed through the bomb-bay (complete with a dozen bombs) on 

a catwalk so narrow you had to put one foot directly ahead of the other, popped through another bulkhead and then onto the flight-deck.  At this 

point the guy was just about to slip into the pilot seat but turned to me and said: 

“What are you doing here?”….“Following you.” I replied, hopefully…...“You’re supposed to be following the other guy” he declared, pointing back 

down the fuselage. 

“Sorry” I mumbled and ducked back into the bomb-bay, torn down the catwalk, zipped through the radio-room; (you know the rest), until I finally 

made it back to the hatch.  Too late.  The Crew-Chief was at the foot of the ladder, facing the rest of the passengers, who were gathered in a semi

-circle, obviously enthralled by his safety briefing.  Not knowing what else to do, I sat down in the hatch behind him and grinned stupidly.  About 

half of the group grinned back; it was our little secret.  Then, when the Crew Chief turned his head to the side I seized the moment, slipped down 

the ladder and stood right next to him.  Preoccupied by his script, he had failed to notice my truancy and sudden re-appearance. 

At this point he continued “….. Now, Canadian regulations require me to read this script”, whereupon he produced a slip of paper with about 

three sentences typed on it.  Glancing at it and noting the contents I chirped up, “Surely you are also going to make the announcement in French.  

I would be glad to translate!” 

At this point the Crew Chief froze; obviously his thoughts were travelling down a never-used synapse.  Then, realizing that this was leading to a 

complete dead-end, he rallied and replied with eloquent repartée, “I …… don’t think that will be necessary”. 

He began to read the note in a mechanical manner.  Next, having reached the dramatic conclusion to his oft repeated routine, he raised his    

clipboard and intoned.  “I will now read out the names”.  Remarkably, I was called first:  “Doug Collins”.  After a moment to apply a little          

corrective logic to the name I blurted out  “Here”, and stupidly raised my right arm.  Why I did that, I have no idea since I was already standing 

right beside him.  “You get the seat right behind the co-pilot” he announced. (Continued on Page 6…..) 
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Continued from page 5…..”Me and the Gee” 

“Right” I said, and turned to remount the ladder.  This was easy; I already knew the way.  However, I couldn’t help but notice that many of the 

other passengers also raised their hand when their names were read out.  Dummies! 

So, once more negotiating the cleverly constructed obstacle course I re-emerged triumphantly onto the flight deck and was warmly greeted by 

the crew, who interrupted their the pre-start checklist when the pilot said flatly, “Oh, …. its you again!” Not wanting to be a further nuisance, I 

quickly slid into a seat at the side of the fuselage, and fumbled with the belt.  Distracted by all the thrashing behind him, the pilot half-turned his 

head and said, “The Crew Chief isn’t going to like that; you’re in his seat”. 

“Oh yes, he did say the co-pilot’s  …… sorry” I bleated.  So I unbuckled and slipped into the seat on the other side of the fuselage.  Having       

adjusted my belt once more, I looked around and pondered about how useful it was to have all of the plumbing and actuators sticking out from 

the side of the fuselage, with easy access to the unsuspecting.  No awkward insulation to get in the way; all that was needed was the bare     

aluminum sheet, some corroded ribs and stringers, and a thin coat of olive drab paint to mask any mistakes.  And then there were the exposed 

control cables running along the ceiling; they would be really handy to grab onto when moving about in a lurching fuselage.  Life was good. 

The crew-chief entered the flight deck and told me that I could get out of my seat after take-off and that I should slip down into the nose for a 

quick look, but shouldn’t stay too long since others would want to do the same thing.  Got it.  Then he stood directly behind the pilot seats as 

they started the engines. There was a low whine, a few coughs, a belch and a loud roar.  And this was just the passengers; the 

motors also made a horrible racket as they cranked up.  I spent my time productively attempting to pick out the one motor that 

was built by Studebaker, (the other 3 were Curtiss-Wrights), and trying to remember if my life insurance policy covered unsched-

uled flights in a 71-year old war-surplus bomber that had been previously used to haul cattle to the slaughterhouse.  

Now, with the motors running satisfactorily and all checks complete, we lurched through 

the field of obviously unneeded spare parts that had appeared on the apron and humped 

our way down the taxi-way.  The Crew Chief, who was a somewhat rotund man, remained 

standing between the pilots the whole time until we limped onto the active runway.  Then, 

with take-off imminent, he plunked into his seat, grabbed his belts and tried to buckle up.  

Oddly, his belt no longer fit and he fumbled with the tension as the engines ran up to full 

power.  At this point I suddenly decided that it would be intensely interesting to count the 

rivets on the panel beside me so I turned my head to avoid direct eye contact.  “Chiefy” 

was sputtering something as he struggled mightily, but the roar of the engines meant that I 

could not make out the exact words.  However, they were definitely short phrases         

pronounced with great vigor. 

Now, if you know the Victoria Airport, we were tearing down the main runway, headed 

due east for Sidney.  Lightly loaded, the tail came up, and then we were off.  The Crew 

Chief looked at me and nodded.  Surprised, I unbuckled, and made my way down the steps.  

I was quite sure that the gear was still down and rolling.  I had time to clamber down the steps, find and replace the protective 

rubber fitting I accidentally knocked off the flange at the side of the stairs, hunch through the navigators compartment, snake into 

the nose, decide I needed a photo, retrieve my cell phone, power it up, put in the password, select the camera app, and then 

point and shoot my first photo in the air.  This is it.  When it was taken we would be right over the Pat Bay Highway, which is just 

barely off the end of the runway.  Sidney is ahead, and you can see the Anacortes Ferry dock.  Either I am incredibly adept, or, 

more likely, Aluminum Overcast is way more sedate than the jets one is used to. 

Slipping into the bombardiers chair I noted that the Norden Bombsight was right in front of me.  Looking into the lens I realized 

that it was functioning; the ground crept through the cross-hairs.  Suddenly, remembering the loaded bomb-bay that I had passed 

through earlier, a fleeting thought flashed through my mind.  (I wondered if the pilot might take us over Tent City on the grounds 

of Victoria City Hall?)  However, my train of thought was interrupted by Allan Botting, another museum flack, who had appeared 

in the nose.  So I worked my way back to the stairs and up to the flight deck.  By now the people in the back were making their 

way to the front, which was difficult given the narrow fuselage, the vibration and the many concealed obstacles eager to make a 

lasting impression on the unwary.  The sound was intense; if you got within a foot of another and shouted it was ok, but otherwise 

this basically amounted to a pathetic game of charades being played in a narrow metal tube fully kitted out with a stunning      

selection of random death-traps.  (Continued on Page 7….) 
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July -December 2016 

July 23, 2016  Open House 

Aug 20, 2016  Membership Summer BBQ 

Sept 11, 2016  Battle of Britain 

Oct 01, 2016  Museum Winter Hours 11—3 

Nov 11, 2016  Remembrance Day & Food 

Bank Day 

Dec 17, 2016  Christmas Dinner 

Dec 28/29, 2016  Kid’s Fest 

Speaker Nights:  11th Sept; 19th Oct; 23rd Nov  

IMPORTANT! 

 Dates For Those  Diaries: 

 

Board Meetings:  

14th July; 11th August;                  

15th September; 13th October;              

10th November; 8th December 

Volunteer Lunch Meetings:   

21st July; 18th August;                   

22nd September; 20th October;     

17th November; 15th December 

 

Continued from Page 6…”Me and the Gee” 

 

Flailing through the fuselage, frantically taking photos all the while, we ambled along at 

a leisurely 120 knots per hour at about 1,500 feet.  They said this was to conserve fuel 

and engines; I bet it was from fear of falling. The turns were so gentle that if you had no 

visual reference to the ground you would not be aware of the turn.  Further proof that 

the pilots, a husband and wife team, were the timid type.   We skirted a rain-cell and I 

began to get wet from the windowed hatch above.  Extending my arm I realized that my 

hand went right into the slipsteam – there were some glass panels missing.  Probably on 

back-order.  Also, it was getting hard to ignore the light that streamed into the fuselage 

through what appeared to be missing rivets.   

Now I bumped, (literally), into another Museum member, Heath Moffatt; a professional 

aviation journalist and photographer.  No doubt he wondered what I was doing here.  

The ride began to get a little bumpy, but as I had learned to fly on small planes in      

Saskatchewan, I barely noticed.  However, a distinct pattern was now apparent; about 

half of the passengers, inevitably the younger members of the press corps, (great word, 

that), took their seats.  They were content to look out the window and enjoy the view.  The other half, most of the older folk, 

continued to rove; they were interested in the airplane and not so much in the view. 

The flight was advertised as 15 minutes in the air but to us it seemed much longer.  By now we were executing a gentle curve 

near the runway and we all regained our seats to buckle up for what the Crew Chief announced ominously would be our “…final 

approach”.  It was a smooth landing and at shutdown the passengers at the back broke into loud applause.  I was trying to      

determine whether this was from enjoyment or pure relief.  However, everyone walked off the apron with broad smiles on their 

faces.  Aluminum Overcast is a grand and unforgettable old lady; a little creaky and a little cranky with odd bulges in strange   

places, but they don’t build them like that anymore.   

When I returned to the Museum the next day I told Connie Barr, a tour guide and a retired RCAF Flight Nurse, that I was still    

smiling from my trip on the vintage B-17 the day before. 

“Of course”, Connie replied sweetly, “no doubt from the expansion of bowel gasses at altitude!” 

I was suitably deflated.   (Doug Rollins, Librarian, B.C.A.M.) 
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The British Columbia Aviation Museum 

1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5  

Ph. (250) 655 3300      Website: www.bcam.net  

Your Board of Directors: 

President:   John Lewis   (250) 665 6062  johnjarvislewis@gmail.com 

Vice President:  Larry Lepard    (250) 661 0075  restorations@bcam.net 

Secretary:   Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net 

Treasurer:   Brian Hay   (250) 655 3300  accounts@bcam.net  

Directors at Large:  Dave Peters   (250) 656 1526  seapeters@shaw.ca 

    Larry Dibnah   (250) 656 6416  larry_dibnah@telus.net 

    Ed Kucey   (250) 655 3300  eddyjoq@gmail.com 

 

Other Very Nearly Important People:    

Aircraft Archives/Librarian:  Doug Rollins   (250) 655 4184  library@bcam.net  

Artifacts:   Barbara Gilbert  (250) 655 3794  artifcats@bcam.net  

Membership Records: Norm Dressler  (250) 656 3771  membership@bcam.net  

Volunteer Co-Ordinator: Jan Lewis   (250) 665 6062  j6877lewis@gmail.com 

Gift Shop:   Virginia Browne  (250) 882 0710  giftshop@bcam.net  

Norseman Newsletter: Virginia Browne   (250) 882 0170            norsemannews@bcam.net  

Norseman Room Rental: Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net   

Ground Maintenance: Robert Young   (250) 656 4679 

eBay Sales   Sandy Peel   (250) 658 5171   b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com 

Please contact Editor at:  norsemannews@bcam.net  with your ideas and comments for our future newsletters! 

Name That Cockpit….. 

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that  cockpit!  

First one with the right answer has got those all important 

bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!  

And The Cockpit Is…...! 

Messerschmidt ME262 

Congratulations and the Gold Medal go to:  Michael         

Blankenborg hot out of the start gate—and the only correct    

answer!! 

mailto:b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com

